
 

Lift Shop Showcase

 

As Australia's multi-award winning luxury residential lift specialist, Lift Shop is involved in some of the country's most
exciting residential projects. Each year Lift Shop installs hundreds of lifts that turn new and renovated houses into
exquisite homes. Here's a glimpse at some of Lift Shop's latest work.

 

For more information about individual projects, simply click on the thumbnail.

 

Saving the Best for Last

When Lift Shop was appointed to provide 5 lifts (3 Supermecs and 2 Elfos)
for a prestigious new development in Port Melbourne, we were impressed by
the quality being sought by the owner/developer. It was clear that any new
owner of these properties would be getting a first class piece of real estate
and the inclusions throughout would be second to none - the lifts included.

 

Gold Coast Opulence

The owner of this beautiful waterfront property on the Gold Coast's canals
was starting to get desperate. The majestic home spanned three levels and
there seemed to be an abundance of room where a lift could be fitted into,
but every lift company he spoke to told him it couldn't be done.

 

A Speedy Performance

When it comes to a lift that combines industry-leading performance with
design flexibility, ElfoLift delivers. As the fastest lift available at the time, this
ElfoLift with 0.3mps was incorporated into a modern new home design,
fitting perfectly into a pre-built glass shaft that takes advantage of an



abundance of natural light and charming garden vistas. Every ElfoLift is
unique, and the owners of this home created a comfortable cabin with
luxurious carpet flooring, while they also installed digital displays on each
landing.

 

David Jones Flagshop Store

When Australia's oldest department store required a new platform lift for its
iconic Sydney city store, Lift Shop delivered and installed a P1 platformlift.
The installation process was a simple overnight operation, ensuring there
was no inconvenience caused to staff or customers. No ordinary platformlift,
this order was specially painted in a custom gold colour to match the
existing gold handrails on the stairs and accentuate the elegance and
grandeur of the store's entrance. Travelling just 600mm, no gate was
required for this platformlift, which operates on back-up batteries and will
continue to run even in the event of a power outage.

 


